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Abstract: In this paper, a novel image encryption scheme has been proposed using pixel-level scrambling, bit-level scrambling, and DNA encoding. First, initial conditions of five-dimensional hyperchaotic system are computed and chaotic sequences are generated. Then, pixel-level scrambling and bit-level scrambling are implemented to permute the plain image. Permuted image and generated pseudorandom sequence are executed decomposition operations in order to enhance security. DNA encoding, DNA XOR operation, and DNA complementary rules are also adopted to improve the security of the cryptosystem. Experiments results and theoretical analysis show that the proposed scheme is secure enough and can resist known plain text attack, statistical attacks, and differential attacks. It is suitable for practical application.

Index Terms: 5-D hyperchaotic system, bit-level scrambling, DNA encoding, decomposition operation.

1. Introduction

With the development of Internet and communication technology, information security has been paid more and more attention. The traditional encryption algorithms are not suitable for image encryption [1]. Chaotic system is famous for sensitivity to initial conditions and parameters, pseudorandomness, ergodicity and reproduction [2]. It is very suitable for image encryption and many chaotic encryption schemes have been proposed. Ravichandran et al. [3] presented a cryptosystem which could be suitable for both selective and full medical image encryption. Wu et al. [4] proposed a new image randomness measure using Shannon entropy over local image blocks. Wang and Zhang [5] put forward a novel color image encryption with heterogeneous bit-permutation and correlated chaos. Heterogeneous bit-permutation was performed to reduce computation cost and improve permutation efficiency. Correlated chaos could make fully use of chaotic maps. Liu et al. [6]
proposed a cryptosystem based on two-dimensional Sine ICMIC modulation map. The confusion and diffusion processes were combined together. Chaotic shift transform was proposed to efficiently change the image pixel positions. Wang et al. [7] presented a fast image encryption method which was based on rows and columns switch. Sivakumar and Venkatesan [8] proposed a new image encryption method based on knight’s travel path and true random number. Authors in [9] presented an efficient image encryption using quaternary coding. Quaternary coding was used to split the plain image into four sub-sections so that the cipher image could not be formed without any one sub-section.

Due to high parallelism, huge storage and ultra-low power consumption, some DNA-based encryption methods have been proposed nowadays. Khalifa and Atito [10] proposed a steganography algorithm based on Playfair cipher and two-by-two DNA complementary rule. Liu et al. [11] analyzed a RGB image encryption scheme based on DNA encoding and chaos map. They found that the scheme could be broken with only four chosen plain-images and corresponding cipher-images. Two other defeats were also pointed out. Wang et al. [12] presented a hybrid image encryption based on 2-D chaotic sequence and DNA encoding. Rehman et al. [13] proposed a method for gray images based on chaos and DNA complementary rules. The most significant and least significant parts of each block were encoded with different methods. Jain and Rajpal [14] designed a robust image encryption scheme using DNA and logistic chaotic maps. The original image was DNA encoded and a mask was generated with 1D chaotic map. DNA addition and DNA complementary rules were also adopted. A novel image encryption scheme based on DNA sequence operations and chaotic system was proposed in [15]. The plain image was confused using the pseudorandom sequences firstly. Then one of DNA encoding rules was used to obtain DNA matrix. Thirdly, the rows and columns of DNA matrix were permuted. Zhang et al. [16] put forward a novel image encryption using DNA addition and chaotic maps. DNA sequence matrix was divided into many equal blocks and these blocks were executed DNA addition operation. DNA complementary operation was also applied in this scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes 5-D hyperchaotic system and DNA coding. Section 3 presents the proposed encryption and decryption scheme. Section 4 shows the experimental results and analysis. Section 5 depicts security analysis and conclusion is described in Section 6.

2. Preliminary Works

2.1 5-D hyperchaotic System

5-D hyperchaotic system [17], [18] could be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= a(x_2 - x_1) + x_2x_3x_4 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= b(x_1 + x_2) + x_5 - x_1x_3x_4 \\
\dot{x}_3 &= -cx_2 - dx_3 - ex_4 + x_1x_2x_4 \\
\dot{x}_4 &= -fx_4 + x_1x_2x_3 \\
\dot{x}_5 &= -g(x_1 + x_2)
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \(a, b, c, d, e, f, g\) are system control parameters. If the parameters are assigned as \(a = 30, b = 10, c = 15.7, d = 5, e = 2.5, f = 4.45\) and \(g = 38.5\), the 5-D hyperchaotic system is in a chaotic state and could produce five chaotic sequences. Sequence trajectories of system (1) are displayed in Fig. 1.

2.2 DNA Coding

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is two twisted strands composed of four bases, adenine (A), cytosine (C), thymine (T) and guanine (G). It’s known that A and T are complementary, and G and C are also complementary according to Watson-Crick complement rule [19]. A, C, G and T could be
Fig. 1. Sequence trajectories of system (1) with parameters $a = 30$, $b = 10$, $c = 15.7$, $d = 5$, $e = 2.5$, $f = 4.45$ and $g = 38.5$.

<p>| TABLE 1 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Ex-OR Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⊕</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

represented as 00 (0), 01(1), 10(2) and 11(3). In the 8-bit grayscale image, each pixel is denoted by a DNA sequence of length 4. DNA Ex-OR operation is shown as Table 1.

The DNA complementary rule must satisfy that [20]:

$$
\begin{align*}
&x \neq E(x) \neq E(E(x)) \neq E(E(E(x))) \\
&x = E(E(E(x)))
\end{align*}
$$

(2)

where $E(x)$ is the base pair of $x$ which is different from $x$ at least one bit.

There are six major complementary rules for each letter of DNA sequence. For all letter $x$, $E(x)$, $E(E(x))$, $E(E(E(x)))$ is not equal.

1. A $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ A
2. A $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ A
3. A $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ A
4. A $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ A
5. A $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ A
6. A $\rightarrow$ G, G $\rightarrow$ C, C $\rightarrow$ T, T $\rightarrow$ A
3. The Proposed Image Encryption and Decryption Scheme

The chaotic sequences are generated by 5-D hyperchaotic system (1). Suppose the size of the plain image \( P \) is \( M \times N \). Then, a pixel-level and bit-level scrambling are adopted to permute the plain image. DNA encoding operation is utilized and cipher image \( H \) is obtained finally.

### 3.1 Pixel-Level Scrambling

**Step 1:** Compute the initial values \( x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \) and \( x_5 \) of 5-D hyperchaotic system (1) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_1(1) &= \text{mod}\left(\sum_{i=1}^{5} x_i^0, 1\right) \\
    x_i(1) &= \text{mod}\left(x_{i-1}(1) + x_i^0, 1\right) \quad i = 2, 3, 4, 5
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_1^0, x_2^0, x_3^0, x_4^0, x_5^0 \) are the initial keys, and \( \text{mod}\left(x, y\right) \) means the residue of \( x \) divided by \( y \).

**Step 2:** Iterate 5-D hyperchaotic system \( N_0 \) times to avoid the transient effect. Continue to iterate 5-D hyperchaotic system \( MN \) times and get 3 chaotic sequences \( k_1, k_2 \) and \( k_3 \). Especially \( k_i = [k_i(1), k_i(2), \ldots, k_i(MN)] \), \( i = 1, 2, 3 \).

\[
N_0 = 200 + \text{mod}\left(\left(\left( \sum_{i=1}^{5} x_i^0 \right) - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{5} x_i^0 \right) \right) \times 10^{15}, 200\right).
\]

**Step 3:** Suppose \((i, j)\) and \((i', j')\) are the positions of original plain image \( P \). Corresponding scrambling image is denoted as \( P' \), and it could be computed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i' &= i + \text{mod}\left((\text{abs}(k_1(i)) - \text{abs}(k_1(i))) \times 10^{15}, M - i\right) \\
    j' &= j + \text{mod}\left((\text{abs}(k_2(j)) - \text{abs}(k_2(j))) \times 10^{15}, N - j\right)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \text{abs}(x) \) rounds \( x \) to the nearest integer less than or equal to \( x \).

**Step 4:** The scrambling operation is operated as

\[ P'(i, j) = P(i', j'), \quad P(i, j') = P(i, j) \]

Where \( P'(i, j) \) is the scrambling image positioned at \((i, j)\), \( P(i', j') \) and \( P(i, j') \) are the original image positioned at \((i', j')\) and \((i, j')\), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M; j = 1, 2, \ldots, N \).

### 3.2 Bit-Level Scrambling

**Step 1:** Convert diffused image matrix \( P' \) to one-dimensional sequence \( P' = [P'(1), P'(2), \ldots, P'(MN)] \) from upper-left corner to lower-right corner.

**Step 2:** The chaotic sequence \( k_3 \) is transformed as formula (7):

\[
k_3(r) = \text{mod}\left((\text{abs}(k_3(r)) - \text{abs}(k_3(r))) \times 10^{15}, 8\right).
\]

where \( k_3(r) \in [0, 7] \) and \( r = 1, 2, \ldots, MN \).

**Step 3:** Transform the decimal sequences \( P' \) and \( k_3 \) into corresponding binary sequences.

**Step 4:** The scrambled sequence \( C \) will be computed as (8).

\[
C(r) = \text{cirqshift}\left(P'(r), \text{LSB}(k_3(r)), k_3(r)\right).
\]

where cirshift [\( u, q, v \)] means \( v \)-bit cyclic shift on the binary sequences \( u \). \( \text{LSB}(z) \) means the least bit of \( z \). A right cyclic shift or a left cyclic shift will be decided by \( q = 1 \) or \( q = 0 \) [21].

**Step 5:** Convert binary sequence \( C \) to its decimal sequence.
3.3 DNA Encoding Scheme

Step 1: Compute the initial values \( x_1', x_2', x_3', x_4' \), and \( x_6' \) of 5-D hyperchaotic system (1) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_1'(1) &= \text{mod} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{6} x_j^0, 1 \right) \\
  x_i'(1) &= \text{mod} \left( x_{i-1}'(1) + x_j^0, 1 \right), \quad i = 2, 3, 4, 5
\end{align*}
\]

(9)

where \( x_j^0 \) is the initial key, \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, 6 \).

Step 2: Iterate 5-D hyperchaotic system \( N_0' \) times to avoid the transient effect. Continue to iterate 5-D hyperchaotic system \( 4MN \) times and get 4 chaotic sequences \( a_1, a_2, a_3 \), and \( a_4 \) especially \( a_l = [a_l(1), a_l(2), \ldots, a_l(4MN)] \), \( l = 1, 2, 3, 4 \).

\[
N_0' = 200 + \text{mod} \left( \left( \sum_{i=1}^{6} x_i^0 \right) - \left| \sum_{i=1}^{6} x_i^0 \right| \right) \times 10^{15}, 200 \right).
\]

(10)

Step 3: The chaotic sequences \( a_1, a_2, a_3 \), and \( a_4 \) are performed as (11)–(14).

\[
a_1(i) = \text{mod} \left( \left( \text{abs}(a_1(i)) - \left| \text{abs}(a_1(i)) \right| \right) \times 10^{15}, 6 \right) + 1,
\]

(11)

\[
a_2(i) = \text{mod} \left( \left( \text{abs}(a_2(i)) - \left| \text{abs}(a_2(i)) \right| \right) \times 10^{15}, 4 \right).
\]

(12)

\[
a_3(i) = \text{mod} \left( \left( \text{abs}(a_3(i)) - \left| \text{abs}(a_3(i)) \right| \right) \times 10^{15}, 256 \right).
\]

(13)

\[
a_4(i) = \text{mod} \left( \left( \text{abs}(a_4(i)) - \left| \text{abs}(a_4(i)) \right| \right) \times 10^{15}, 256 \right).
\]

(14)

where \( a_1 \in [1, 6] \), \( a_2 \in [0, 3] \), \( a_3 \in [0, 255] \), \( a_4 \in [0, 255] \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 4MN \).

Step 4: For each \( C(r) \) and \( a_3(r) \) implement the following decomposition operation:

\[
C(r) = \sum_{s=0}^{3} c_{4r-s}(r) \cdot 4^s, \quad c_{4r-s} \in \{0, 1, 2, 3\}
\]

\[
a_3(r) = \sum_{s=0}^{3} d_{4r-s}(r) \cdot 4^s, \quad d_{4r-s} \in \{0, 1, 2, 3\}.
\]

(15)

where \( r = 1, 2, \ldots, MN \). Then, the sequences \( \{c(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \) and \( \{d(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \) can be constructed.

Step 5: Convert \( \{c(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \) and \( \{d(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \) into DNA sequences \( \{c'(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \) and \( \{d'(i)\}_{i=1}^{4MN} \).

Step 6: Perform the DNA EX-OR to get the DNA sequence \( F \).

\[
F(i) = c'(i) \oplus d'(i).
\]

(16)

where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 4MN \).

Step 7: Select a rule from six complementary rules according \( a_1(i) \). Based on \( a_2(i) \) and selected complementary rule, perform DNA replacement operation on DNA sequence \( F(i) \) and obtain DNA complementary sequence \( F'(i) \).

\[
F'(i) = E^{a_2(i)}(F(i)) = \begin{cases} 
  F(i), & \text{if } a_2(i) = 0 \\
  E(F(i)), & \text{if } a_2(i) = 1 \\
  E(E(F(i))), & \text{if } a_2(i) = 2 \\
  E(E(E(F(i)))), & \text{if } a_2(i) = 3 
\end{cases}
\]

(17)

where \( E(x) \) is the base pair of \( x \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 4MN \).

Step 8: Decode \( F' \) to binary sequence \( G \), and convert \( G \) to decimal sequence \( H \).
Step 9: Cipher image $R$ is obtained finally as (18) [22].

$$R(1) = a_4(1) \oplus \text{mod}(a_4(1) + H(1), 256) \oplus \text{mod} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{6} x_0^j \times 10^{15}, 256 \right),$$

$$R(i) = a_4(i) \oplus \text{mod}(a_4(i) + H(i), 256) \oplus R(i - 1), \quad (19)$$

where $H(i)$, $a_4(i)$, $R(i)$ and $R(i - 1)$ respectively mean decimal sequence value, chaotic sequence value, output cipher pixel and the previous cipher pixel, $i = 2, 3, \ldots, MN$.

Flowchart of image encryption procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

3.4 The Decryption Process

The decryption procedure is reversion of the encryption procedure and will be described briefly as follows:

Step 1: The chaotic sequences will be generated by chaotic system (1).

Step 2: Decimal sequence $H$ will be obtained by formula (20), (21):

$$H(1) = \text{mod}(a_4(1) \oplus R(1) \oplus \text{mod} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{6} x_0^j \times 10^{15}, 256 \right) - a_4(1), 256), \quad (20)$$

$$H(i) = \text{mod}(a_4(i) \oplus R(i) \oplus R(i - 1) - a_4(i), 256), \quad (21)$$

Step 3: Perform DNA inverse replacement operation to get DNA sequence $F(i)$ based on chaotic sequence and selected complementary rule.

Step 4: Convert DNA sequence to bit-level scrambling sequence $C$.

Step 5: Convert sequence $C$ to pixel-level scrambled image $P'$.

Step 6: Transform scrambled image $P'$ to original image $P$. 
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4. Simulation Results

In this paper, MATLAB 2010 is applied to execute the algorithm. The initial values of the 5-D chaotic system are $x_0^1 = 1.2356, x_0^2 = 2.8905, x_0^3 = 0.89648, x_0^4 = 3.45797, x_0^5 = 0.45723, x_0^6 = 3.2579$. The $256 \times 256$ grayscale images “Lena”, “Peppers” and “Baboon” are used as the plain images. The plain, encrypted and decrypted images are shown in Fig. 3.

5. Security Analysis

5.1 Key Space

Key space of the proposed scheme is decided on the initial values of the hyperchaotic system $\{x_0^i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, 6\}$. The precision of each initial value is $10^{-15}$, so the key space is about $(10^{-15})^6 = 10^{90} \approx 2^{298}$. If a key space of image cryptosystem is more than $2^{100}$, it could withstand an exhaustive attack [23], [24]. So the key space of proposed scheme is large enough to resist brute-force attack.

5.2 Key Sensitivity Analysis

An excellent cryptosystem should be sensitive to the initial key.

5.2.1 Key Sensitivity of Encryption Procedure: Firstly, the image encryption is executed with initial values ($x_0^1 = 1.2356, x_0^2 = 2.8905, x_0^3 = 0.89648, x_0^4 = 3.45797, x_0^5 = 0.45723, x_0^6 = 3.2579$) to produce a cipher image. Then a tiny alteration ($10^{-15}$) is brought in one of the initial values while...
Fig. 4. The decryption results with different keys: (a) plain image; (b) encrypted image using the original key; (c) encrypted image with $x_0^2 + 10^{-15}$; (d) differential image between (c) and (b); (e) encrypted image with $x_0^3 + 10^{-15}$; (f) differential image between (e) and (b); (g) encrypted image with $x_0^4 + 10^{-15}$; (h) differential image between (g) and (b); (i) encrypted image with $x_0^5 + 10^{-15}$; (j) differential image between (i) and (b); (k) encrypted image with $x_0^6 + 10^{-15}$; (l) differential image between (k) and (b); (m) encrypted image with $x_0^6 + 10^{-15}$; (n) differential image between (m) and (b).

others remain the same, and performs the encryption process again. The cipher images and the differential images are depicted in Fig. 4. Table 2 demonstrates the differences between different cipher images. It can be seen that a slight difference in the initial secret key will produce totally different cipher image.

5.2.2 Key Sensitivity of Decryption Procedure: The encrypted image should be also sensitive to the initial key in decryption phase. The decrypted image in Fig. 4(b) is adopted. The decrypted images are depicted in Fig. 5. The differences between improper decrypted images (Fig. 5(c)–(h)) and the plain image are almost 99.6%. So the proposed scheme is very sensitive to the system key.

5.3 The Histogram Analysis

The histogram of encrypted image should be as flat as possible. In proposed scheme, the histograms of the plain and cipher images of Lena, Peppers and Baboon are displayed in Fig. 6. It is shown that
TABLE 2
Difference between Encrypted Images With Tiny Alteration Keys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Initial Keys</th>
<th>Difference between 4(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4(b)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(c)</td>
<td>$x_1^0 + 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(e)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0 + 10^{-15}$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(g)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0 + 10^{-15}$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(i)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0 + 10^{-15}$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(k)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0 + 10^{-15}$ $x_6^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(m)</td>
<td>$x_1^0$</td>
<td>$x_2^0$ $x_3^0$ $x_4^0$ $x_5^0$ $x_6^0 + 10^{-15}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The decryption results with different keys: (a) encrypted image using the original key; (b) decrypted image using the right key; (c) decrypted image with $x_1^0 + 10^{-15}$; (d) decrypted image with $x_2^0 + 10^{-15}$; (e) decrypted image with $x_3^0 + 10^{-15}$; (f) decrypted image with $x_4^0 + 10^{-15}$; (g) decrypted image with $x_5^0 + 10^{-15}$; (h) encrypted image with $x_6^0 + 10^{-15}$. 
the histogram of the plain image pixel values is centralized some values, however the histogram of corresponding cipher image pixel values is very flat. So it could withstand statistical attacks.

5.4 Correlation Analysis

The correlation coefficient $r_{xy}$ between two adjacent pixels $x$ and $y$ is computed as

$$r_{xy} = \frac{\text{cov}(x, y)}{\sqrt{D(x)D(y)}}$$ (22)

where

$$\text{cov}(x, y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - E(x))(y_i - E(y))$$

$$E(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i$$

$$D(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - E(x))^2$$

7225 pairs of adjacent pixels from plain image and encrypted image are selected in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. Fig. 7 shows the correlation of two adjacent pixels in the original Lena image and its encrypted image. It can be shown that pixels are highly correlated in plain image whereas correlation is greatly reduced in the encrypted image.

Table 3 shows the result of correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in Fig. 4(a), (b), which is compared with the results in [19], [20]. The results reveal that the proposed algorithm is much better than two other methods.

5.5 Information Entropy

Information entropy is one of the most important features of randomness. If $m$ is the information source and information entropy could be calculated as follows:

$$H(m) = -\sum_{i=1}^{l} p(m_i)\log_2 p(m_i)$$ (23)
Fig. 7. Correlation distribution in different directions of plain image and its encrypted image. (a) Horizontal direction for original image. (b) Horizontal direction for encrypted image. (c) Vertical direction for original image. (d) Vertical direction for encrypted image. (e) Diagonal direction for original image. (f) Diagonal direction for encrypted image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Horizontal</th>
<th>Vertical</th>
<th>Diagonal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain image</td>
<td>0.9391</td>
<td>0.9700</td>
<td>0.9146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed [19]</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td>−0.0054</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
<td>−0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>−0.0107</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $p(m_i)$ means the probability of symbol $m_i$, and $L$ is the total number of $m_i$. The maximum information entropy is 8 for grayscale image. The information entropy of encrypted images is shown in Table 4.

### 5.6 Differential Attack

Number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and unified average changing intensity (UACI) are two indicators which are often applied to measure the sensitivity to plaintext. They are used to test ability to resist differential attack. NPCR and UACI are defined in (24)–(26) [16].

\[
\text{NPCR} = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} D(i,j) \times 100\%
\]

\[
\text{UACI} = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{|C_1(i,j) - C_2(i,j)|}{255} \times 100\%
\]

\[
D(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } C_1(i,j) = C_2(i,j) \\
1, & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

where $M$ and $N$ denote the width and height of the image; $C_1$ and $C_2$ represent the ciphered images before and after one pixel of the plain image is changed.

Table 5 shows the information entropy of proposed method and other schemes. It can be concluded that the proposed algorithm could effectively resist plaintext attack and differential attack.

### 5.7 Time Complexity Analysis

Time speed is another important factor to measure the performance the cryptosystem. The running speed of the proposed scheme is calculated with the Peppers image for different sizes and it is compared with other algorithms. The results are displayed in Table 6.
From Table 6, it can be concluded that the running time of proposed scheme is shorter than that of others. Therefore, proposed scheme is efficient.

### 6. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel hyperchaotic image encryption algorithm is proposed based on pixel-level scrambling, bit-level scrambling and DNA encoding. Firstly, the chaotic sequences are generated by 5-D hyperchaotic system. Then pixel-level scrambling and bit-level scrambling are operated to confuse the plain image. In order to enhance the security of the cryptosystem and increase the complexity of information, the permuted image is executed decomposition operation and DNA encoding. DNA XOR operation and DNA complementary rules are also applied to improve the ability of resisting plaintext attacks. Experimental results and theoretical analysis prove that the algorithm could resist differential attack, brute-force attack, statistical attack and plaintext attack. Therefore it has extraordinarily high security and is reliable for practical application.
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